1. THIS LEAD ON QSQM MODELS, NE-500DQH AND NE-591BQA ONLY.

2. SCHEMATIC SHOWS WIRING FOR SETS IN TABLES B, C & E FOR QSQM500A & AX SEE TABLE A BRIDGED PARTY.

3. USE A NE-04BJ LINE CORD.

4. FOR NE-554AR CONNECT (S-W) LINE SWITCH LEAD TO RR.

**Note 1:** (BK) AUX mounting cord conductor applicable to QSQM500A, NE-500DQH and NE-591BQA Telephone Sets only.

**Note 2:** For QSQM500A Set only, connect (BK) ringer lead to network terminal L1.

**Note 3:** For NE-554AR set only, connect (S-W) line switch lead to network terminal RR.

Fig. 2 - Schematic Diagram